BRICK AND MORTAR – BUT NO WALLS
Breaking down barriers to help you deliver a consistently great retail experience
From the storefront to the backroom, Honeywell’s Connected In-Store Retail solutions open up powerful new possibilities for your stores. Explore how we can help you overcome every barrier to create a consistently great in-store experience for today’s consumers – making your operation more profitable, and keeping consumers coming back for more.

Connecting People, Assets and Merchandise Like Never Before

How IOT Technologies and Data Insights Help Unify the Store

Connected In-Store Retail is about collaborating within your store and across your enterprise, bringing together associates, shoppers, assets and merchandise with a complete solution that’s adaptable to evolving needs.

Cloud-Based Data Processing
Powerful intelligence that requires no new IT infrastructure

Enterprise Systems
Integrating with existing software for rapid, far-reaching impact

Secure Your Apps, Devices, Systems and Data
Honeywell solutions are secure by design, informed by intelligence and defended with vigilance by over 300 dedicated security professionals.

Make Innovation Work within Your Budget
Take advantage of a creative payment solution with Honeywell-as-a-Service

Optimize Mobile Assets
Gain greater control over all your mobile devices, across all your locations, with Operational Intelligence

Tackle Emerging Challenges
Coordinate customer service, expedite the returns process and drive other key workflows with retail-focused apps.

Get More Life from Retail-Optimized Mobile Tech
Experience the power of Honeywell Mobility Edge™ – a unified mobile computing platform designed for faster deployments, optimized business performance, longer lifecycle and stronger security. It’s the industry’s only platform built for upgrades all the way through Android™ R.

Optimize Mobile Assets
Gain greater control over all your mobile devices, across all your locations, with Operational Intelligence

Secure Your Apps, Devices, Systems and Data
Honeywell solutions are secure by design, informed by intelligence and defended with vigilance by over 300 dedicated security professionals.
CONNECTING PEOPLE, ASSETS AND MERCHANDISE LIKE NEVER BEFORE

From the storefront to the backroom, Honeywell’s Connected In-Store Retail solutions open up powerful new possibilities for your stores. Explore how we can help you overcome every barrier to create a consistently great in-store experience for today’s consumers—making your operation more profitable and keeping consumers coming back for more.

CREATING A THRIVING IN-STORE ECOSYSTEM

From the moment your customers interact with your marketing campaigns, throughout your store, until the end-of-sale and product pickup or delivery, Honeywell is there—helping you provide an unforgettable shopping experience. Our technology is around the corner of every shelf, arming your associates and equipping them with the right tools and data insights to deliver immediate satisfaction to consumers’ changing needs.
EXPLORE WHAT YOUR STORES CAN ACHIEVE

25% REDUCTION IN OUT-OF-STOCKS
from system-driven proactive shelf re-stocking alerts for store associates

20% INCREASE IN LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
due to combined retail operations processes that reduce task completion times

99% ON-SHELF COMPLIANCE
to enhance merchandising plan execution and deliver better inventory visibility while optimizing best-sellers

Great things can happen when you break down barriers and connect people, assets and merchandise in new ways. Let’s talk about your retail business and see what we can help you achieve.

Call 800-582-4263 or visit www.honeywellaidc.com/solutions/connected-retail.

Together, we can open up new possibilities for a consistent, profitable in-store experience.